Dissociations between noun and verb processing are not uncommon after brain injury; yet, precise psycholinguistic comparisons of nouns and verbs are hampered by the underrepresentation of verbs in published semantic word norms and by the absence of contemporary estimates for part-of-speech usage, We report herein image ability ratings and rating response times (RTs) for 1,197 words previously categorized as pure nouns, pure verbs, or words of balanced noun-verb usage on the basis of the Francis and Kucera (1982) norms. Nouns and verbs differed in rated imageability, and there was a stronger correspondence between imageability rating and RT for nouns than for verbs. For all word types, the image-rating-RT function implied that subjects employed an image generation process to assign ratings, We also report a new measure of noun-verb typicality that used the Hyperspace Analog to Language (HAL; Lund & Burgess, 1996) context vectors (derived from a large sample of Usenet text) to compute the mean context distance between each word and all of the pure nouns and pure verbs. For a subset of the items, the resulting HAL noun-verb difference score was compared with part-ofspeech usage in a representative sample of the Usenet corpus. It is concluded that this score can be used to estimate the extent to which a given word occurs in typical noun or verb sentence contexts in informal contemporary English discourse. The item statistics given in Appendix B will enable experimenters to select representative examples of nouns and verbs or to compare typical with atypical nouns (or verbs), while holding constant or covarying rated imageability.
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Dissociations between noun and verb processing are not uncommon after brain injury; yet, precise psycholinguistic comparisons of nouns and verbs are hampered by the underrepresentation of verbs in published semantic word norms and by the absence of contemporary estimates for part-of-speech usage, We report herein image ability ratings and rating response times (RTs) for 1, 197 words previously categorized as pure nouns, pure verbs, or words of balanced noun-verb usage on the basis of the Francis and Kucera (1982) norms. Nouns and verbs differed in rated imageability, and there was a stronger correspondence between imageability rating and RT for nouns than for verbs. For all word types, the image-rating-RT function implied that subjects employed an image generation process to assign ratings, We also report a new measure of noun-verb typicality that used the Hyperspace Analog to Language (HAL; Lund & Burgess, 1996) context vectors (derived from a large sample of Usenet text) to compute the mean context distance between each word and all of the pure nouns and pure verbs. For a subset of the items, the resulting HAL noun-verb difference score was compared with part-ofspeech usage in a representative sample of the Usenet corpus. It is concluded that this score can be used to estimate the extent to which a given word occurs in typical noun or verb sentence contexts in informal contemporary English discourse. The item statistics given in Appendix B will enable experimenters to select representative examples of nouns and verbs or to compare typical with atypical nouns (or verbs), while holding constant or covarying rated imageability.
Word recognition is one ofthe most frequently studied phenomena in cognitive science. We now have available a rich empirical and theoretical base that has fostered inquiry into fundamental mechanisms oflexical access and retrieval (Forster, 1994; Seidenberg & McClelland, 1989; Stone & Van Orden, 1993) . However, our knowledge of such mechanisms is heavily skewed toward the representation and processing of nouns, since most experiments either utilize nouns exclusively or select items without regard to part of speech, Neuropsychological investigations, in contrast, document a powerful influence of part of speech on the processing of single words. Dissociations in the comprehension and production of open class (nouns, verbs, adjectives) and closed class (articles, auxiliaries, prepositions) items in aphasie patients are weil known (Caplan, 1987) . More recently, patients with selective deficits in verb retrieval, with sparing of nouns, have been the focus of intense investigation (Caramazza & Hillis, 1991; Daniele, Guistolisi, Silveri, Colosirno, & Gainotti, 1994) ; the reverse dissociation (greater impairment of noun than of verb processing) has also been reported (Daniele et al., 1994; Zingeser & Berndt, 1990) . Neuroimaging (Warburton et al., 1996) and electrophysiological (Koenig & Lehmann, 1996; Molfese, Burger-Judisch, GiB, Golinkoff, & Hirsch-Pasek, 1996) studies also support the idea of a neural dissociation between noun and verb processing mechanisms. Such data strongly imply that grammatical class is an important factor in the comprehension and production ofindividual words and highlight the need for targeted investigation of noun versus verb processing in neurologically intact individuals.
However, precise experimental contrasts of nouns and verbs are hampered by two methodological constraints on stimulus selection. First, although the noun-verb distinction is primarily a grammatical one, nouns and verbs, even if matched for frequency of occurrence and length, are Iikely to differ on semantic dimensions, such as imageability, that are known to influence lexical processing (Balota, Ferraro, & Connor, 1991) . A second methodological challenge for noun-verb experiments arises from the fluid nature of grammatical class assignment in English. Whereas some words are used exclusively as nouns or verbs, others (e.g., sleep) can represent either class, even without the addition of a derivational affix. Thus, this categorical contrast might be better conceptualized as a nouniness or verbiness continuum, which demands a measure that accurately reflects the extent to which a word is used in noun and verb contexts. In this report, we present (I) imageability ratings and rating response times (RTs) for a large set ofwords that includes a high proportion of
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verbs and (2) two new, continuous measures of nounverb distributional typicality that reflect statistical regularities present in contemporary discourse contexts. We begin by briefly discussing earlier work that is relevant to each measure.
Imageability Ratings
In order to be certain that noun-verb processing differences reflect grammatical (rather than partially correlated semantic) influences, it is necessary to match words for imageability (and/or other semantic dimensions). Unfortunately, verbs are notably underrepresented in most published semantic word norms (Paivio, Yuille, & Madigan, 1968; Toglia & Battig, 1978) . Imageability ratings have been reported for the Toronto Word Pool, which includes verbs, adjectives, and adverbs, in addition to nouns (Friendly, Franklin, Hoffman, & Rubin, 1982) . However, since single-syllable words were not included in this corpus, no ratings are available for many of the most common verbs in English (e.g., see, think, sit, eat, grow, etc.) . To address this problem, we report here imageability ratings for a large sampIe ofnouns and verbs.
We also report the mean RTs for each word rating, in order to provide an additional index of ease of image generation. To our knowledge, there are no prior reports of RT measures for normative word-rating tasks. Word ratings are considered to be metalinguistic off-line tasks, and little is known about the on-line processes individuals use to assign such ratings. In the case ofimageability ratings, it is presumed that the ratings reflect ease of mental image generation. If this is so, words receiving high imagery ratings should yield the fastest RTs. Furthermore, those receiving the lowest imagery ratings should produce the slowest responses, reflecting a difficult and time-consuming attempt to generate an image for an unimageable concept. Thus, RTs should decrease in a roughly linear manner as imageability ratings increase. However, it is also possible that such ratings can be derived without an actual image generation attempt. Perhaps each word's semantic features are initially examined for the frequency of sensory-motor attributes. If many such attributes are found, a rapid high imagery rating could be given, whereas a low imagery rating could be quickly assigned if few or no such attributes are detected. But if a moderate number ofsensory-motor attributes are found, a more time-consuming additional process would be undertaken, either to examine the nature of the features themselves or, perhaps, to attempt to generate an image. This account is consistent with feature comparison models that were developed to account for RT data in semantic verification tasks (Smith, Shoben, & Rips, 1974) . If imagery ratings reflect a similar feature-based process, a curvilinear relation between ratings and RTs should be observed (with slowest responses for the intermediate ratings). Contrasting the RT-rating relationship for nouns and verbs will additionally suggest whether there are form class differences in how imageability decisions are made.
Noun-Verb Usage Metrics
To date, frequency data have been used to determine the extent to which words have predominant noun or verb usages. The Francis and Kuöera(1982) norms, which tally frequency by part ofspeech (on the basis ofhumanjudgments ofthe word's role in published sentence contexts), have been used for this purpose (e.g., Berndt, Mitchum, Haendiges, & Sandson, 1997; Zingeser & Berndt, 1990) . Although useful, these norms are now rather dated, and the corpus on which they are based is relatively small and may underrepresent lower frequency items (see Burgess & Livesay, 1998) . Furthermore, since only formal published texts (i.e., books, periodicals, newspapers) were sampled, the Francis and Kuöera data will not reflect the greater flexibility in part-of-speech usage that occurs in more informal language contexts. Thus, it is likely that these conservative norms underestimate the extent to which many words can be used interchangeably as nouns and verbs in contemporary discourse, thereby limiting their utility as an index of psycholinguistic experience. Friendly et al. (1982) took a different approach to estimating the frequency of grammatical class usage. Psychology undergraduates (N = 120) were given a list of words and, for each, were instructed to "mentally generate a sentence containing that item" and then to record the part of speech that the stimulus item represented in their sentence. Friendly et al. reported the mean percentage of noun usage for each word as derived from these data. Although this measure can reflect informal usages, there are several problems with this approach. First, data were only collected for words having dictionary definitions for more than one part of speech. Thus, there is no way to determine whether words that lexicographers have determined are unambiguous nouns or verbs are in fact used unambiguously in current discourse. Second, since the participants did not record the sentences they generated, there was no way to check the accuracy oftheir partof-speechjudgments. Indeed, it is possible that some participants may not have actually generated sentences for all the items but, rather, may have made part-of-speech judgments based on viewing the word in isolation. Such judgments might then reflect students' ideas ofwhat the part of speech is supposed to be, rather than how they actually use the word themselves. Third, even ifthe participants' judgments accurately reflected the sentences they generated, the resulting estimate is based on only 120 occurrences for each word, and it is unknown how this relates to the part-of-speech distribution actually encountered in the individual 's language experience. Finally, because only the percentage of noun usage is reported, one cannot determine the frequency of verbs (or other parts of speech) generated in this sampIe.
In sum, although the Friendly et al. (1982) sentence generation task represents an innovative attempt to gather part-of-speech data without relying on the analysis offormal texts, it also highlights the difficulties of acquiring a representative sampIe ofless formalized language and the limitations of relying on human decisions for each token in the sampIe. Ideally, to index noun-verb usage, one would like to have available a very large language sampie that incIudes informal (i.e., conversational) exchanges, with part-of-speech usages estimated without requiring timeconsuming judgments. In this report, we utilize the Hyperspace Analog to Language (HAL) model (see Burgess, 1998) to computationally derive noun and verb context distances. As will be described in more detail below, this measure allows us to identify words that resemble nouns more than verbs in their distributional contexts (and vice versa) . The noun-werb distance difference (NVDD) scores we report herein can be used to estimate the extent to which a word is used in noun versus verb contexts without relying on human judgments. Furtherrnore, because the HAL context vectors were derived from the Usenet corpus (which incIudes over 300 million word occurrences gathered from Usenet newgroups), this measure will reflect more contemporary conversational exchanges (Burgess, 1998; Lund & Burgess, 1996) .
Imageability ratings, RTs, and HAL NVDD scores were collected for 1,197 three-to six-Ietter words. The words were those that would be considered to be pure nouns, pure verbs, or balanced noun-verbs on the basis ofthe Francis and Kucera (1982) norrns, since these represent word cIasses most likely to be used in psycholinguistic investigations. We examined the relation between imageability ratings and RTs and the suitability ofthe HAL measures for assessing the degree to which a word occurs in noun versus verb contexts. The normative data reported here should prove useful for future psycho-and neurolinguistic investigations of noun-verb processing differences.
METHOD
Imageability Ratings
Participants. The participants were 89 native English-speaking University of California, Riverside students (49 female; mean age = 20.7 years). Each received payment ($5/h) or course credit for participating. Twenty-two ofthe participants were tested in more than one session (21 received two sessions, I received three sessions}, receiving a different stimulus list on each test day. An average of8 days elapsed between test sessions.
Materials. All 1,197 stimulus words (three, four, five, or six letters in length) were taken from Francis and Kucera (1982) . Pure verbs (n = 427) had verb frequencies of two or greater but no listings for any other part of speech. The resulting set of verbs represented nearly 50% of the pure verbs of the target length given in Francis and Kucera (verbs that the authors deemed obscure or unlikely to be known to the average college student were excluded). A set of 555 pure nouns was also selected, inc1uding words having noun frequencies oftwo or greater but no listings for any other part of speech. Since the Francis and Kucera norms contained over 3,200 such nouns, the authors selected a subset to span a range of frequencies and intuitive imageabilities. Finally,215 balanced nounverbs were selected. These represented a nearly exhaustive list of words having similar frequencies for noun and verb usages (but none for any other part of speech). In this study, we used the Francis and Kucera frequencies that were summed over all the inflected farms ofa given word. For each word, separate log frequencies were calculated for noun and for verb use: items with noun-verb log fre-NOUN AND VERB NORMS 605 quency differences of ±0.20 or less were considered to be relatively balanced in noun-verb usage (mean noun-verb difference of selected items = 0.005). Four experimentallists were created, each consisting of a unique set of 300 items (134-142 nouns, 105-I 13 verbs, 53-55 balanced words). Although it was our intention to gather data for 1,200 unique iterns, an error in stimulus list construction led to the elimination of three items from the final sampIe. A practice list consisting of another 10 items was also constructed.
Apparatus and Procedure. Power Macintosh 7500/100 computers (AppleVision 1710 Display) were used for stimulus presentation and recording of responses. The participants used the numeric keypad on the computers keyboard to register their imageability ratings. The Psyscope software package was used to control experimental events (Cohen, MacWhinney, Flatt, & Provost, 1993) .
The participants were seated in individual testing rooms, approximately 57 cm from the computer display. They then received oral instructions from the experimenter and read a briefer set of instructions on the computer screen (the latter is provided in Appendix A). Imageability instructions were very similar to those employed by Toglia and Battig (1978) , using a 7-point scale (1 = not at all imageable; 7 = highly imageable). The instructions emphasized the importance of using the entire range ofratings. The participants were also informed that they should try to create amental image ofthe word, but not to spend a lot oftime thinking about their response, since their "first impressions" were of greatest interest. They were told to register their rating with the numeric keypad and to press the keypad Enter key after typing their rating. The participants rested their fingers over the keypad in whatever position they feit was most comfortable.
The rating scale appeared at the top of the computer screen for each trial (see Appendix A). The stimulus word appeared in lowercase letters (Geneva Bold 18) in the center of the screen and remained visible until the participant responded. The message "Rating = _ " also appeared four lines below the stimulus word; when a number was typed on the keypad, it appearedjust after this message. RT was calculated as the time from the onset ofthe stimulus ward until the Enter key was pressed. The screen was c1eared once the Enter key was pressed, and the next trial was initiated after a 500-msec interval.
Each session began with the set of 10 practice trials, followed by three blocks of 100 trials each. Short rest breaks were given after each trial block.
Each participant viewed one experimental list per session. Order of ward presentation was independently randomized for each participant. Each of the four experimentallists was seen by 28 participants ( 14 females, 14 males).
text distanee) encodes both semantic and grammatical category information (Burgess & Lund, 1997) .
In particular, the HAL co-occurrence vectors are quite sensitive to grammatical class. Multidimensional scaling ofvector representations produces clusters of items that segregate by part of speech, reflecting the fact that words from the same grammatical category tend to occur in similar sentential contexts (Burgess, 1998; Burgess & Lund, 1997) . Interestingly, Burgess and Lund found that words that could be used as both nouns and verbs tended to occupy locations between the noun and the verb clusters. But although context distances in the HAL model clearly represent grammatical class information, the model cannot explicitly tag words for part of speech. This led us to devise a similarity-based measure of noun and verb classification that made use of grammatical class information encoded in HAL's context distances.
The set of555 pure nouns and 427 pure verbs, as classified by the Francis and Kuöera norms were used to derive noun and verb context distances as folIows. First, we computed the context distances between each of our 1,197 words and each of the Francis and Kucera pure nouns and pure verbs. Next, a HAL noun distance score was created for each word by averaging the distances between that word and all of the pure nouns. Verb distance scores were computed by averaging distances between each word and all ofthe pure verbs. This resulted in HAL noun distance and verb distance scores for each item that should reflect how contextually similar that word is to a relatively unambiguous set of nouns and verbs, respectively. However, because context distances encode a variety of information (including semantic dimensions and word frequency; see Lund & Burgess, 1998), one cannot directly compare noun (or verb) distances across two different words. Hence we constructed a NVDD score (the difference between a word's noun and verb distances) to index the extent to which a given word was more typical in its contextual distribution to nouns or verbs. This difference score should subtraet out other information about the word that is carried in the context vectors, leaving an estimate of noun versus verb use that can be compared across different words. On this measure, words that mainly occur in contexts that typify nouns will have a negative difference score, whereas words that mainly occur in contexts that typify verbs will have a positive difference score. We contend that this difference score indexes the distributional typicality of a word's use as a noun or averb.
An infleeted difference score was also computed as folIows. First, all the possible inflected forms (both regular and irregular) were generated for each of the 1,197 words. Next, noun and verb distances were calculated for each form as described above. That is, the distance between each form and each ofthe uninflected nouns and verbs was computed. Because some inflected forms are ambiguous in noun-verb classification (e.g., building), we computed inflected-to-uninflected distances, rather than inflected-to-inflected distances. These distances were each weighted by the Usenet frequency for each form and then averaged across all forms of the word (inflected and uninflected). For example, the inflected verb (or noun) distances for daze would be the average ofthe frequencyweighted verb (or noun) distances computed for the forms daze, dazed, dazing, and dazes. Thus, the final inflected difference scores should indicate the extent to which a word, aeross all its possib/e inflectedforms, typifies the contextual distribution ofnouns or verbs.
To validate and further explore the HAL noun-verb measure, representative contexts from the Usenet corpus were sampled for a subset of 50 uninflected words. These words were selected to span the range of uninflected noun-verb difference scores for all three Francis-Kucera word classes, including both words for which the HAL measure agreed with the Fraucis-Kucera classification, and words for which these two indices disagreed. The sampling procedure for each word was as folIows. First, all instances ofthe target word were identified in the Usenet corpus, and the context was delineated. The context for each instance was operationally defined as any text between two terminal punctuation marks (e.g., "," "!," "?") that included the target word. The computer then sampled every Nth context, where N was defined as the total number of contexts divided by 100. The first author coded each instance of the target word for part of speech. Ifthe target word occurred more than once in a given context, only the first occurrence was coded. Any unusual uses for the target word (e.g., abbreviations, idioms) were noted.
A similar procedure was used to sampie inflected contexts for 28 words. Here, all the contexts containing a given word or any of its inflected variants were identified, and the procedure described above was employed to select a representative sampie of contexts that would encompass inflccted as weil as uninflected forms of a given word. These contexts were coded to provide an assessment of the inflected noun-verb difference measure.
Finally, frequencies for all 1,197 items were estimated from the Usenet corpus. Frequencies were summed across all inflected forms for each word, to better correspond to the summed Francis-Kucera frequencies employed to classify words as nouns, verbs, or balanced forms.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The mean imageability rating and rating RT for each word are listed in Appendix B, along with the log summed Usenet frequency and the HAL context distance measures. Words with missing noun and verb distance values in Appendix B are not represented in the current HAL matrix. The means for each of our primary measures are given by Fraucis-Kucera word class in Table I . The correlations among these measures are provided in Table 2 .
Imageability Ratings
Comparison with previous norms. A subset of our words (216 nouns, 80 verbs, 79 balanced) were also listed in the Toglia and Battig (1978) norms. There was good correspondence in imageability ratings between the norms (r = .88) for these overlapping items, which was stronger for the Fraucis-Kucera nouns (r = .88) and balanced forms (r = .88) than for the verbs (r = .75). Thus, there is a good correspondence between the present imageability ratings and previously published norms, despite substantial differences in norming procedures (e.g., computerized vs. paper-and-pencil tasks) and populations. Words that are frequently used as nouns (pure nouns and balanced forms) show better agreement across norms than do the pure verbs. This may indicate greater variability in how verb, as compared with noun, concepts are imaged, consistent with the standard deviations, as reported in Table I .
Ratings by frequency and Francis-Kuöera grammatical dass. As is noted in Table 2 , there was no correlation of imageability rating and word frequency. This indicates that the participants' imageability ratings were not influenced in any regular way by differential familiarity with the stimulus words. 
Table3
Examples of Words Classified Consistently (Bold) and Inconsistently by Francis and Kuöera (1982) and the HAL Noun-Verb DifTerence Measure consistent imaging process for verbal than for nominal concepts.
It should be noted, however, that our RT measures (amount oftime to type the rating and hit the Enter key) were rather insensitive. It is likely that this increased both the mean and the variability ofRTs. A better method for future studies would be to have participants speak aloud their ratings and to record vocal response latencies.
"AL Noun-Verb Measures Our consideration of the HAL findings will be organized around four issues: (I) similarities and differences in noun-verb classification between Francis and Kuöera (1982) and HAL; (2) comparison ofHAL noun-verb difference scores to human coding ofpart-of-speech usages for a representative sampling ofUsenet contexts; (3) comparison ofthe uninflected and the inflected noun-verb difference indices; and (4) In general, nouns and balanced words were rated as more imageable than verbs. Figure I displays the distribution of imageability ratings for each Fraucis-Kucera word class. It is clear that the participants tended to reserve their highest imageability ratings for words with noun usages and that most nouns were rated as moderately to highly imageable. In contrast, pure verbs elicited much lower imageability ratings, but verb ratings were somewhat more evenly spread out over the entire range, as compared with noun ratings. The distribution of imageability ratings for the balanced forms was intermediate between these two patterns.
Irnageability response times, There was no correlation between word frequency and imagery rating RTs (see Table 2 ). Since word frequency is a reliable predictor of response speed across a range ofword recognition tasks (BaIota & Chumbley, 1984; MonseIl, Doyle, & Haggard, 1989) , the absence ofa correlation here is consistent with the idea that the RTs index the speed ofpostrecognition processes involved in assessing imageability, rather than word recognition latencies. This interpretation is supported by the overall negative correlation of these two measures (r = -.68): In general, the fastest imageability ratings were given to words rated most highly imageable. However, this association was much stronger for the pure nouns (r = -.75) and balanced forms (r = -.66) than for the pure verbs (r = -.37). The scatter plots for each Francis-Kucera word class (see Figure 2) indicate that, especially for nouns and balanced forms, RTs increase as imagery ratings decrease up to the approximate midpoint ofthe rating scale and, thereafter, level off. Regression analyses with models for linear, quadratic, and cubic relations (Cohen & Cohen, 1983) These data are consistent with reliance on an image generation process, but one with an internally imposed response deadline. That is, within a certain time period, participants may attempt to generate an image and select an appropriate imageability rating as soon as an image becomes available. This would produce an image rating that corresponds to the ease and speed with which an image can be generated. However, the RT leveling for low image ratings implies that, if after some time (-3 sec?), no image has been generated, no further image processing is attempted, and a low rating (1-3) is given. The data for the pure verbs, although qualitatively similar to those for nouns and balanced forms, show a much less consistent relation between image rating and RT (low r 2 values for both linear and quadratic trends). This may indicate a less 1.00 • • .,. .00 6.00 5.00 4.00 3.00 2.00
ImageabIlIty Rating
Figure 2. Scatter plots of imageability rating response time by mean imageability rating for nouns, balanced forms, and verbs (according to Francis & Kui!era, 1982, classification) . that some of these forms are much more nounlike (or verblike) than others. And it would appear to be better (from the perspective ofthe HAL model) to view a number of the putatively balanced words as rather typical nouns or verbs. Table 3 provides some examples ofwords classified consistently and inconsistently by both schemes. It should be noted, however, that because the HAL nounverb difference score is a continuous measure, there is no point on the scale that can be identified as a categorical boundary between word classes.
There are a number of factors that could contribute to these discrepancies. (I) The Francis-Kucera classifica- Figure 3 . Proportion ofnoun-verb distance difference (NVDD) scores for words c1assified by Francis and Kuöera (1982) as nouns, balanced forms, and verbs. tion was based on direct counts ofpart-of-speech usages by humanjudges, whereas the HAL measures are based on computed similarity across context distances. We will consider the possibility that our difference score measures something other than (or in addition to) simple frequency of part-of-speech use. (2) The Francis-Kucera corpus was compiled from works published in 1961, 34 years prior to the assembly ofthe Usenet corpus (Burgess & Livesay, 1998) , and thus, some of the differences may reflect historicalor generational changes in language use. (3) The Fraucis-Kucera corpus is based on formal texts, whereas the Usenet corpus includes much more informal and conversational exchanges. Thus, stylistic differences in language use would also be expected to contribute to the differing results. However,before evaluating such possibilities, we need to examine the extent to which the HAL difference measures reflect actual part-ofspeech usages within the Usenet corpus.
NVDD
What does the HAL noun-verb ditTerence index? Recall that our difference score measures the extent to which a word is more similar to a noun or a verb in the linguistic contexts in which it occurs. Words that nearly always occur in contexts that typify nouns should have large negative difference scores, whereas words that regularly occur in contexts that typify verbs should have large positive difference scores. Words with difference scores closer to zero are not likely to be typical of either nouns or verbs in the contexts in which they occur. If we are correct that this measure is an index of noun-verb distributional typicality, it should not always correspond to a simple count ofthe part-of-speech occurrences in the corpus (although we would expect a reasonably good correspondence among these measures). For example, one could imagine two words that are nearly always used as nouns, as based on a linguistic analysis of their sentence contexts, but which differ in the HAL measure because one occurs predominantly in contexts that typify other nouns, whereas the other occurs only in contexts that are very atypical of other nouns. If our noun-verb difference is best viewed as a typicality measure, this could account for some of the varying noun-verb classifications between HAL and Francis and Kucera (1982) .
To determine the extent to which the difference score corresponds to noun versus verb usages in the Usenet corpus, consider the part-of-speech codingjudgments for our sample of 50 words. As was described earlier, these words were selected to span a range ofnoun-verb difference scores and to include multiple examples of words from the three Fraucis-Kucera classes. Approximately half of the sarnple words had difference scores that "agreed with" the Fraucis-Kucera classification (e.g., sword, punish), whereas the others were chosen because their difference scores did not neatly correspond to the Fraucis-Kucera classification (e.g., zip, crease). Appendix C contains the part-of-speech data as classified by the first author for all 50 sampIe words and a description ofthe coding procedure.
Five categories (noun, adjective, preposition, adverb, verb) were needed to capture all the part-of-speech occurrences in the sample contexts, and the percentage of occurrence within each category for each sampIe word is given in Appendix C (3% ofthe sampIe contexts did not provide sufficient information to code part of speech, indicated by "?"), In general, words with large negative difference scores were mainly used as nouns in the Usenet corpus, and those with large positive difference scores were mainly used as verbs. To better compare the percentage of noun versus verb usage to HAL's noun-verb difference measure, for each sampIe word, the percentage of usages classified as nouns was subtracted from the percentage classified as verbs (hence, negative differences will correspond to predominant noun uses). The correlation of the latter measure with the HAL nounverb difference was +.90, indicating that over 80% ofthe variance in the difference scores could be accounted for by the extent to which the word was used as a noun or a verb in the Usenet corpus. This is an impressive correspondence, considering that approximately half of the sampIe words were chosen so as to be "oddities" from the perspective of the Francis and Kucera norrns. And further inspection of Appendix C provides numerous examples ofwords for which the difference score, although discrepant from the Francis-Kucera classification, is an accurate retlection ofnoun versus verb usage in the Usenet corpus. For example, several words that were considered balanced on the basis of the Francis and Kucera norms were, in fact, predominantly used as nouns (e.g., crease, arch, slug) or verbs (e.g., work, gain, change) in the Usenet corpus and had corresponding typical noun or typical verb difference scores. Some ofthe more extreme examples of discrepant classifications appear to retlect stylistic or historical differences in part-of-speech usage (e.g., daze, access, swap) across the two corpora. In other cases, discrepancies could be traced to three-letter words that were used much more frequently as abbreviations for words of another part of speech [e.g., wed(nesday), mar(ch)] or entire phrases (codvs. c.o.d.; note that, to be considered an instance of cod, the abbreviation "c.o.d." had to have been written as "cod" or "COD" in the corpus, since terminal punctuation marks signaled the end of a sentence context).
However, the HAL difference score did not always mirror the proportion of noun-verb occurrences in the corpus, and a consideration of the most extreme example among the sample words can illuminate why this sometimes occurred. The word extent is a pure noun according to the Fraucis-Kucera count and, indeed, is used as a noun in 99% ofthe sampIe Usenet contexts; yet, the noun-verb difference score (+18) would appear to indicate that it does not occur in contexts typical of nouns or ofverbs. In fact, over three quarters ofthis word's noun usages in the Usenet sampIe occurred within the expression to X extent (e.g., to a large extent, to some extent, to the extent that, and so on). Note that, although extent functions as a noun within such phrases.rit is never followed by averb, and the phrase itself is generally used parenthetically. Because the majority ofthe occurrences of the word extent were within this single idiomatic expression, it is not typical of nouns in its contextual distribution. Hence, it is unlikely to be close to most nouns or verbs in high-dimensional context space, and the nounverb difference score appears to accurately reflect this fact.
Other words in the context sampIe also sometimes occurred within idiomatic or otherwise syntactically restricted expressions. The majority (89%) ofthe noun usages of slouch occurred within the expression Xis no slouch. Similarly, although idiot was only used as a noun, the expression X is an idiot accounted for 25% of its occurrences, and it was used parenthetically as an insult (e.g., idiot, thefans made the ballplayers rich) in another 15% ofthe contexts. The word care is used in the corpus as a verb nearly as often as it is used as a noun, but 30% of its noun uses occurred as take care (of). In each of these cases, the HAL difference score is much less nounlike than one would expect on the basis ofa simple count ofnoun versus verb occurrences (see Appendix C). Since nouns that occur in an unusually restricted set of contexts will be less similar to most other nouns in their syntactic distribution, they are in this sense atypical nouns, and the noun-verb difference score seems to reflect this.
What about words that are neither nouns nor verbs? According to our analysis, such words should not appear in typical noun or verb contexts, and thus, difference scores close to zero would be expected. Although it was our intent to investigate only words with exclusive noun and/or verb uses, Appendix C contains two counterexamples. In only 12% ofthe contexts was bout used as a noun (e.g., his bout with chicken pox); fully 86% ofthe occurrences were reduced forms ofthe word about (e.g., tell me bout it; bout time they started this newsgroup) and, hence, prepositions or adverbs. Likewise, although erect was originally coded as a pure verb, it had an adjective frequency of8 (verb frequency = 26) in Francis and Kucera (1982) that was overlooked when selecting our original set of pure verbs; yet, it only appeared as a verb in 9% of the sampIe Usenet contexts. Nearly all other occurrences represented adjective uses. The difference scores for bout (-9) and erect (+3) indicate that (from the perspective ofthe HAL model) such forms are not typical in their contextual distributions to either nouns or verbs. An exhaustive rechecking ofthe Francis and Kuöera norms for all 1,197 stimulus words uncovered three other words with some adjective uses (ski, absent, worth)-the latter two items having predominant adjective uses and atypical difference scores (see Appendix B).
On the basis ofthe previous analysis, it can be inferred that a noun-verb difference score near zero should not be used as the sole criterion to identify words that are balanced in their use as nouns and verbs. Although Table 3 and Appendix C provide some examples of words with near-zero difference scores and approximately equal proportions ofnoun and verb uses (hush,punt), this is not always the case. As we have seen, noun-verb difference scores close to zero are more indicative ofwords that are neither typical nouns nor typical verbs.
In sum, an examination of the relation between the noun-verb difference score and judgments of part-ofspeech use in the Usenet corpus suggests a close correspondence. Words with very restricted syntactic distributions, even ifexclusively used as a single part of speech, will nevertheless be contextually dissimilar to other words from that class, and the noun-verb difference is sensitive to this, as weil as to actual part-of-speech usage. Thus, some discrepancies between the Fraucis-Kucera and the HAL noun-verb estimates may be traceable to the sensitivity ofthe latter to the typicality ofa word's contextual distribution. In other cases, it was clear that disparities were attributable to generational and/or stylistic differences between the two corpora. The more informal style of discourse characteristic of the Usenet corpus does appear to engender more flexibility in part-ofspeech usage, and access to such contemporary information is a valuable resource.
Inflected noun-verb differences. As might be expected, overall, there was a strong correlation (r = .93) between uninflected and inflected difference scores. This association was stronger for Fraucis-Kucera nouns (r = .94) and balanced words (r = .95) than for verbs (r = .68). As is indicated by the means in Table land by a comparison across Figures 3 and 4 , there is greater overlap in the Fraucis-Kucera noun and verb distributions when inflected forms are included.This is primarily due to a shift away from high typical verb scores for inflected verbs. In contrast, the distributions for nouns and balanced forms are not altered when inflected forms are included.
A consideration of English inflectional morphology suggests why words with verb usages may become more ambiguous in grammatical class when inflected forms are included. The primary noun inflections, plural and possessive, will only rarely produce noun-verb ambiguities when added to a noun (e.g., oceans and ocean S are just as nounlike as ocean). However, some verb inflections-most notably, the progressive and the past tensewill produce forms that can also be used as nouns or adjectives (e.g., Everyone remembered the drowning; the drowned rat). Because the HAL model does not explicitly tag words for part of speech, all the contexts in which the intlected verb forms (drowning, drowns, drowned, as weil as drown) occur will be included in the computation of noun and verb distances for such words. Thus, it is most likely that the less verblike inflected difference scores accurately reflect the wider contextual distribution of verbally intlected than of nominally intlected forms. Yet, despite this, the intlected index still provides a good separation of Fraucis-Kucera nouns and verbs, with balanced words showing an intermediate distribution (see Figure 4 ).
Appendix 0 contains the part of speech classification for the 28 words for which intlected contexts were sampled and a description ofthe coding procedure. Approximately half of the sampie words were selected so as to have inflected difference scores that were discrepant with the Francis-Kucera classification. For each word, contexts were sampled (as described previously) for each intlected form ofthe word (the uninflected form was included as weil). The percentages listed in Appendix 0 reflect the part-of-speech usages when averaged across all forms of the word. Sit categories (noun, adjective, adjective/verb, noun-verb, interjection, verb) were needed to capture all the part-of-speech occurrences in the sampie contexts.
Not surprisingly, when intlected forms are included, adjective usages for verbs and balanced forms are frequently noted. As was done for the uninflected difference measure, the percentage of noun uses for the sampie words was subtracted from the percentage of verb uses and correlated with the intlected difference scores (r = +.70). An inspection of Appendix 0 indicates that several Fraucis-Kucera verbs (elapse, tatter, bind) had adjective usages exceeding 25%, usually coupled with relatively low noun usages, but negative intlected difference scores (indicating greater distributional similarity to nouns than to verbs). This suggested that verbs used as adjectives (e.g., tattered dress) occurred in contexts more similar to those of nouns than to those of verbs (nounnoun combinations are not infrequent---e.g., house dress). Indeed, when the proportion of adjective and noun usages was combined and subtracted from the proportion of verb usages, the correlation with inflected difference scores increased to .79.
As was found for unintlected contexts, words with restricted sentential distributions tended to have atypical intlected difference scores, despite a very high proportion of use as a single part of speech. For example, apathy and deceit are nearly always used as nouns but have NOUN AND VERB NORMS 613 inflected difference scores (-27 and -14, respectively), indicating low noun typicality. However, unlike typical nouns, in the majority ofthe sampie contexts, these words had no preceding modifiers (e.g., against a tide ofapathy; deceit and outright disinformation). Because nouns generally take a variety ofpreceding modifiers, those that occur with few or no modifiers will not share as many contexts with other nouns and, in that sense, are not typical nouns. In sum, the intlected noun-verb difference provides a reasonable measure ofthe extent to which a word, across all its inflected forms, is used primarily as a noun or a verb. As with the unintlected measure, this is best considered as an index ofdistributional typicality, rather than as an estimate of the actual part-of-speech usage in the corpus. The greater part-of-speech variability for intlected forms is appropriately retlected in the greater overlap of the Fraucis-Kucera word classes for the intlected, as compared with the unintlected, noun-verb difference (compare Figures 3 and 4) . The inflected measure would be preferable whenever an experimenter is interested in the distributional behavior of a word that takes into account inflected, as weil as uninflected, occurrences.
Relation of noun-verb difference to imageability and word frequency. As is indicated in Table 2 , intlected and uninflected difference scores were negatively correlated with imageability ratings and positively correlated with imageability RTs. Thus, in general, more nounlike words had higher and faster imageability ratings than more verblike forms, similar to the pattern previously shown for the Francis-Kucera word classification (see Figure I ).
The HAL noun-verb indices, however, were not correlated with Usenet or Fraucis-Kucera frequency. Thus, although the noun and verb distances were negatively associated with frequency, relying on the difference score as our measure of noun-verb typicality effectively eliminates the known association of HAL's context vectors with word frequency (in general, less frequent words will have greater interword context distances than will higher frequency words). Lund and Burgess (1998) provide evidence that the techniques employed here (calculating difference scores between context distances across two sets of anchoring words-words that have little in common with each other except for the variable of interest) allow one to isolate a particular aspect of lexical knowledge from the highly distributed and overlapping context vectors in the HAL model. The absence of an association of frequency and the noun-verb difference supports their claim.
Finally, although word frequency measures were not the focus of our investigation, the correlation of FrancisKuöera and Usenet frequencies may be of some interest. There was a strong overall association ofthese two measures (r = .81), which was somewhat greater for FrancisKuöera balanced words (r = .84) or verbs (r = .86) than for nouns (r = .76). Burgess and Livesay (1998) previously reported a very high correlation between these two frequency estimates for nouns, but only for those of very high frequency (r = .96); the two indices were very poorly correlated for moderate-and low-frequency nouns (rs < .15). Because our sampie included words of varying frequency and word dass, the correlations reported here are of greater generality. Nevertheless, the r 2 value (.66) for the two measures may indicate that the Francis-Kuöera norms are less sensitive indices of the frequency of word occurrences in contemporary informal discourse.
GENERAL DISCUSSION
In this report, we have presented several measures that can be used to assess both semantic and grammatical characteristics ofindividual nouns and verbs: imageability ratings, RTs, and two measures of distributional typicality. In general, words with noun usages were more readily imaged than verbs, as indexed by image ratings and RTs, and the RT distributions indicated that off-line image ratings reflect reliance on an image generation process, but one with an internally imposed response deadline. The uninflected and inflected measures ofnounverb distributional typicality produced a good separation between words previously categorized as pure nouns or pure verbs (Francis & Kucera, 1982) and also reflected the part-of-speech distribution in the Usenet corpus. We will now discuss the utility and limitations ofthese measures and suggest avenues for future research.
Investigators of word recognition traditionally have relied on normative word judgments about salient word characteristics (imageability, concreteness, familiarity, etc.) to select items for experimentation. Certainly, words that vary along the rated dimensions are often processed differently in various experimental contexts, implying that the information participants access for word-rating tasks also influences processing in other contexts. However, the word judgments themselves are often taken at face value, without attempting to discern how participants arrive at such decisions. The imageability RT data reported here suggest that words with equivalent mean ratings need not indicate that the words were imaged with equivalent consistency. The scatter for the imageability-RT distributions suggested that the imagery process for verbal concepts is considerably less consistent than that for nominal concepts. Since the process participants use to determine imageability for verbs is less weIl understood, it would be unwise to assume that nouns and verbs "matched" for rated imageability are necessarily equivalent. Whether or not high-versus low-imagery verbs exhibit the same behavior in psycholingustic experiments as high-versus low-imagery nouns is an unsettled empirical question. The ratings reported here will be useful in undertaking such needed experimental investigations.
The grammatical categories of noun and verb represent rather idealized concepts that have proven invaluable for linguistic theory and scholarship. Nevertheless, it is essential to determine the extent to which a word is employed as a noun or a verb in contemporary language use. One approach to gathering such statistics requires human categorization of part-of-speech usage in a large corpus of contemporary text. The Francis and Kucera (1982) norms represent the most comprehensive attempt to do so. However, because this approach is extremely time consuming, only limited-sized corpora can be coded, and such norms are unlikely to be updated frequently. Thus, despite the massive effort needed to acquire such information, only a snapshot of a restricted set of texts at a limited point in time will result.
In this report, we presented a different approach. The HAL noun-verb indices described here provide a measure of distributional typicality-the extent to which a word is used in sentence contexts that typify nouns or verbs. The context vectors provided by the HAL model, which have been demonstrated to encode grammatical class information (Burgess & Lund, 1997), were used to determine the mean context distance between an item and a large class of nouns and verbs. The difference between a word's noun and verb distances allows us to identify words that are closer to nouns than to verbs in highdimensional context space (and vice versa). Because there is no human coding ofsentence contexts, these measures can be derived rather quickly from even massive corpora, limited only by available computational resources. The presently implemented model utilizes a 70 X 70 K matrix (Burgess, 1998; Burgess & Lund, 1997) , but larger matrices could be derived to represent a greater number ofwords. Although this computational approach provides benefits in speed and breadth of word codings, it is important to acknowledge some potential costs as weIl. The HAL model does not "interpret" text, and lexical items are treated exactly as they appear in the text stream. Hence, abbreviations, misspellings, and reduced word forms are not tagged and will be coded as instances ofwhatever word they resemble (i.e., there is no distinction between baut as an abstract noun and baut as a reduced form of abaut). However, it is arguable whether this is problematic. If an experimenter wishes to select words with predominant noun uses, strings with highfrequency non-noun uses in a person's language experience should be avoided, even ifthey represent abbreviations or slang. Hence a noun-verb difference score that appears aberrant may provide a "reality check" that a given form is frequently used in nonstandard ways.
Similarly, the qualitative characteristics ofUsenet text should also be kept in mind. Whereas the Fraucis-Kucera corpus is based entirely on formal texts, the Internet exchanges that make up the Usenet corpus are extremely informal and may overrepresent the language use of subcultures that frequent the Internet. If an experimenter is interested in how a word is used in formal published texts, the noun-verb measures reported here would not be appropriate. However, the HAL methodology could be employed with any text corpus to create a new matrix that will reflect the distributional regularities ofthat corpus.
Since new usages will appear in informallanguage contexts long before they are accepted as standard English, this important component of an individual's psycholinguistic experience will be reflected in our noun-verb measures. Furthermore, if a word has a very large (positive or negative) difference score, it is very likely to occur nearly exclusively in typical verb or noun contexts, even when used informally.
But perhaps the most fundamental difference between the two approaches is their varying sensitivity to the typicality of a word's contextual distribution as a noun or a verb. Simple frequency counts, such as those reported by Francis and Kuöera (1982) , index only the number oftimes a word occurs as each part of speech. As we have seen, the HAL measures also reflect frequency of noun versus verb usages but, in addition, index the extent to which a word's contextual distribution is typical of nouns and verbs in the corpus. If a word occurs only in a very restricted set ofsentence contexts, even ifused exc1usively as a single part of speech, its contextual distribution will be dissimilar to most other words of that grammatical c1ass. Hence, it will have rather low distributional typicality, despite its high frequency as a single part ofspeech. Thus, it is not appropriate to view the noun-verb difference measures as distributional frequency counts per se. Whether or not this is advantageous depends on how the experimenter wishes to operationalize part-of-speech usage. But it is worth pointing out that human categorization across many different domains is characterized by graded membership-not all members of a category are equally good exemplars, and the best examplars are those that are similar to many other category members (Komatsu, 1992; Lakoff, 1987; Rosch & Mervis, 1975) . If grammatical categories are also structured according to a typicality gradient (Lakoff, 1987; Ross, 1973 ), HAL's noun-verb difference may provide a means to assess a word's noun-verb distributional typicality, while circumventing the need to gather normative typicality judgments.
We conclude that the noun-verb difference scores reported here provide a useful index of noun-verb distributional typicality in contemporary discourse. Since the HAL context distance measures reflect the statistical regularities present in the input corpus, additional research will be needed to assess just how distributional typicality might influence the performance ofpsycholinguistic tasks. For example, if participants are sensitive to the typicality of a word's occurrence in noun versus verb contexts, lexical and sentence acceptability decisions should be faster for typical than for atypical forms. In other domains, HAL's context distances have been successful at predicting human RTs in a variety of linguistic tasks (Burgess, 1998) . But until this has been shown for nounverb distances, it is best to consider them as an index of the structure inherent in the linguistic input (i.e., informal contemporary discourse). At the very least, the item statistics reported here will enable experimenters to select representative examples of nouns and verbs, while holding constant or covarying rated imageability. Such information will facilitate further experimental inquiry into the neuro-and psycholinguistic bases of noun versus verb processing. In this study we are examining how people rate words. The purpose is to select words to be used in a later experiment.
You will see a word on the computer screen such as: splash. We will ask you to rate how imageable you think the word is using the scale below. When a word is highly imageable, it will quickly and easily arouse a mental image (i.e., amental picture, sound, or other sensory experience). When a word is not imageable, it is difficult if not impossible to create amental image ofwhat the word represents in your mind. Use the scale below to rate how easily you can bring to mind a mental image of each word you are presented with. Ifa word easily and quickly arouses a sensory experience or mental image, it would be given a high imageability rating. If a word is impossible to image, or you are able to create an image of it only after a long delay, then it should be given a low imageability rating.
So please rate how imageable you think the following words are using this scale: 
APPENDIXC
Part ofSpeech Coding ofRepresentative Usenet Contexts for 50 Sampie Uninflected Words
The first author examined each ofthe randomly selected contexts for all 50 sampIe target words. Ninety-seven percent ofthe target word occurrences were classifiable as nouns, adjectives, prepositions, adverbs, or verbs. Proper nouns and nouns used to modify a head noun (e.g., work experience) were coded as nouns; all verb occurrences were used as main verbs (none was used as an auxiliary).ln the remaining 3% ofthe sampIe contexts, part ofspeech could not be determined (%?). In such cases, the word occurred in a nonsyntactic context (e.g., within a line of computer code), occurred within a foreign phrase, or the context was too briefto permit classification (e.g., bolt, r).
In the table below, each sampIe word is listed with its Francis-Kuöera (FK; 1982) word class code, HAL NVDD score, and its percentage occurrence in the sampIe for each part of speech. The column labeled %V-%N is the difference between each word 's percentage ofverb and percentage ofnoun occurrences. The final column provides other information relevant to interpreting the part of speech coding. 
APPENDlXD
Part-of-Speech Coding ofRepresentative Usenet Contexts for 28 Sampie Inflected Words
The first author examined each ofthe randomly selected contexts for all inflected forms ofthe 28 sampie words. The sampling procedure was the same as that employed for the uninflected forms, except that now a sampie of contexts was selected for each (uninflected and inflected) form ofthe word. Part ofspeech usages were coded separately for each form ofthe word, and these percentages were weighted by the Usenet frequency for that particular inflected form before being combined across all forms of the word. Because sampies of the same size were culled regardless of the form 's frequency, this weighting ensured that the part of speech percentages were not disproportionally influenced by inflected forms having very low frequencies of occurrence. Thus, the percentages reported in the table below reflect the weighted averages for each part of speech, across all inflected forms ofthe word.
The sampled context could not completely disambiguate the part of speech occurrence for some forms. Some contexts could be read as either adjective or verb usages (Iabeled %Adj/V); others could be read as either noun or verb usages (Iabeled %N/V). The frequency of occurrence ofthese ambiguous forms is listed separately in the table.
In the table below, each sampie word is listed with its Francis-Kuöera (FK) word dass code, inflected noun-verb distance difference (NVDD) score, and its percentage occurrence in the sampie for each part of speech. The column labeled %V-%N is the ditference between each word's percentage of verb and percentage ofnoun occurrences. The final column provides other information relevant to interpreting the part of speech coding. 
